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information that they have left the operator's fleet. Status Saved/scrapped corresponds to aeroplanes no longer flying to the operator (e.g. returned to the lessee/destroyed/stored). Some photos on this airlineDisplay all Aeromexico © Alexandre MILANOVAeromexico XA-AMXLondon, Heathrow © Eduardo
SalazarAeromexico XA-ADCMexico City, Juarez Int'l © Eduardo SalazarAeromexico N861AMMexico City, Juarez Int'l © Eduardo SalazarAeromexico XA-ADUMexico City, Juarez Int'l © Eduardo SalazarAeromexico N906AMMexico City, Juarez Int'l © Eduardo SalazarAeromexico N997AMMexico City,
Juarez Int'l Add your photos Summary Policy plays factor in the timing of Aeromexico's assessments of possible E-Jet replacements. E-Jets play a strategic role in Aeromexico's fleet, and the airline E-175s are about 13 years old. Significant changes in the aircraft production landscape will also have an
impact on aeromexico's fleet assessments. The policy becomes a factor in Aeromexico's fleet planning for Mexico's only FSC, Aeromexico, has been working to simplify its fleet for several years. Aeromexico has shed its Boeing 777 widebodies and smaller Embraer ERJ-145s operated its regional
operations under the Aeromexico Connect banner. The company closed 2Q2018 with a fleet of 133 aircraft and plans to end the year with 132 jets, a net increase of one aircraft year on year compared to 2017. At the end of 2017, Bloomberg reported that Aeromexico is evaluating small jet capabilities from
Bombardier, Embraer and Mitsubishi. During a recent investor discussion, Aeromexico executives announced that there are new aircraft options for both Bombardier and Embraer to evaluate, but the company was putting a break on E-Jet replacement studies during the recent presidential election in
Mexico. We just had an election, there's, as you know, a discussion about the new airport, or it's going to continue... Aeromexico CEO Andres Conesa announced. Populist candidate Andrés Manuel López Obrador (AMLO) won the Mexican presidential election in July 2018 and will take office in December
2018. One of his campaign promises was to halt the construction of a new airport in Mexico City, scheduled for 2020. Mr Lopez Obrador has announced that he will hold a public consultation when he assesses the scrapping of the USD13 billion project. Some investors at the new airport have warned that
stop-construction would cost the country billions of dollars of wasted manpower and materials. See related report: Mexico elections: now doubts about MEX airport and airline regulation Aeromexico believes Mexico needs new infrastructure and hopefully new there is still a said Mr. Cones. Given the
uncertainty surrounding the fate of the new airport, Aeromexico will not prepare a decision on the sequence of small jet engines until the new airport is clear. One of the reasons Aeromexico chose to shed its smaller 50-seat ERJ-145s was maximizing connectivity better from slot-controlled Mexico City
Juarez International. If the construction of the new airport is halted, Aeromexico must assess the needs of its fleet for operation at the airport (Juarez), which processed 45 million passengers in 2017, which is 13 million more than the maximum capacity of 32 million. Some E-Jets in the Aeromexico fleet are
approaching the average age of 14 years aeromexico studies of a possible E-Jet replacement, possibly driven, in part, by keeping its average fleet age down. As of the beginning of 2018, the company's average age for the fleet was 8.7 years. The breakdown by E-Jet fleet, the average age of E-175s was
13.3 years and 8.8 years for Embraer 190. E-Jets play an important role in the fleet of Grupo Aeromexico, which accounts for 45 % of the company's fleet. These aircraft are operated by Aeromexico Connect on domestic and international short haul markets. There are many moving parts in aircraft
production that Aeromexico needs to consider as it assesses the replacement of the E-Jet. Aeromexico is a Boeing loyalist, and the U.S. Air Corps is in the process of building a $US4.75 billion JV in which Boeing will take a controlling stake in Embraer's commercial aircraft program. Together Boeing and
Embraer would apparently give Embraer some leverage in negotiations with Aeromexico. But Delta, which owns 49% of the shares and operates jv with, Aeromexico, is preparing to make the first delivery of the Airbus A220-100, which was formerly the CS100. In June 2018, Airbus finalised a 50% stake in
the cseries and shifted the aircraft family to the A220. Delta has a division called Delta Flight Products which worked with Bombardier in its CSeries interior. In addition, at the end of 2017, Delta reached an agreement with Pratt &amp; Whitney to become the overhaul of pw1000G powered by the A220.
Cfm LEAP engines and PW1000G are used to power the Airbus A320neo family. It is unclear how much influence Delta will have over Aeromexico's fleet ratings, but its performance in the CSeries and its role as MRO provider PW1000G add intrigue to Aeromexico's fleet ratings. Aeromexico wades
through many layers of complexity in small jet operations Aircraft ratings always have a certain level of complexity, but Aeromexico's research into the possible E-Jet replacement is against the backdrop of changing political dynamics in Mexico, and major changes in the aircraft's manufacturing landscape.
The fate of Aeromexico's small fleet of jets is partly due to the fate of the new Mexico City airport. And if the project doesn't go ahead, Aeromexico could have many effects to wade through as it settles on replacement of jet engines. Aeroméxico IATA ICAO Dial code AM AMX AEROMEXICO
Established1934 (Aeronaves de México)Connecting Mexico City International Airport Focus City Don Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla International Airport (Guadalajara) General Abelardo L International Airport. Rodríguez (Tijuana) General Mariano Escobedo International Airport (Monterrey) Loyal passenger
program PremierLounge bandaraSalón PremierAliansiSkyTeamArmada134 (15 orders)Destination44SloganVamos por el mundo (Travel world)Parent companyGrupo Financiero Banamex (Citigroup's head office subsidiary)Mico City, MexicoHead heroAndrés Conesa Labastida (CEO) Aeromexico
webwww.aeromexico.com Site Boeing 767-200 Aeroméxico Headquarters Aeroméxico Boeing 777-200ER in livery is now Aeroméxico's Mexican airline based in Mexico City. It provides domestic and international services to Asia, Canada, Europe, Central America, South America and the United States.
Its main base is Mexico City International Airport. Aeroméxico is the only Latin American airline flying to Asia. Aeroméxico is the founder of the Skyteam Airline Alliance, founded on 22 June 2000 (the other founding airlines are Air France, Korean Air and Delta Air Lines). Aeroméxico operates a fleet of
Embraer EMB-145, Embraer ERJ-190, McDonnell Douglas MD-82, and Boeing 737 short and medium routes, and Boeing 767 and Boeing 777 long-distance routes. Aeroméxico, Aeroméxico Connect and Aeroméxico Travel together operate 650 daily flights to 84 destinations on 4 continents, with a total
fleet of 96 aircraft. The airline was founded by aeronaves de México on September 15, 1934, by Antonio Diaz Lombardo. The first aircraft was Stinson SR and Julio Zinser. On September 14, 1934, he opened the Mexico City-Acapulco flight route. When the Second World War began, the airline continued
to grow with the help of Pan Am, which owned 25% of the airline. The 1950s and 1960s In the 1950s and 1960s aeronaves de México (Aeromexico) fleets included douglas DC-3, Douglas DC-6, and Bristol Britannia. In 1959, the airline was rede. Starting in 1961, Aeronaves began replacing piston-engine
aircraft with new jet-engined aircraft. The first jet-engined aircraft was a pair of Douglas DC-8s. Then in 1960, Douglas DC-8 was added and services resumed to Europe. in the early 1980s was a period of enlargement. A new liver (orange and silver color) was introduced. In 1981, two DC-10-15 aircraft and
a DC-10-30 aircraft were added. Aeroméxico is one of the launcher customers Douglas MD-82, a stretch version of DC-9, Aeromexico received the first two aircraft in late 1981. Between 1980 and 1981, eight more DC-9-32 aircraft were added. The late 1980s were difficult times for Aeroméxico, especially
in its safety performance, where the DC-9 (XA-JED recorded) collided in mid-air with a Piper Cherokee (N4891F-registered) aircraft that was taking place at Los Angeles International Airport, USA, landing. The crash killed 67 passengers (64 of them aeromexico) and 15 others on the ground when it
crashed into a residential area of Cerritos, California. In April 1988, the airline (then still owned by the government) was declared bankrupt due to organisational issues of governance, in particular from the government itself and the elderly fleet (an average of 20 years) without any plans to replace the fleet,
so the government decided to cease the airline for 3 months. In August this year Aeromexico was privatised and restructured, in particular for the fleet where Aeromexico retired 8 Douglas DC-8s and 3 Douglas DC-9-15s. Boeing 767 aircraft were added to their fleet to replace their McDonnell Douglas DC10 aircraft, which were optimised to serve European routes such as Rome, Frankfurt, Madrid, etc. In 1992, the airline bought a 47 percent stake in AeroPeru, a Peruvian state airline that was in financial trouble at the time, from its longtime owner, the Peruvian government, and made it a subsidiary. The
1990s also had a difficult time for the airline as oil prices increased as a result of the Gulf War, problems with employees and intense competition from local airlines such as Aviacsa, Taesa and others. Mexico's economic crisis in 1994 also exacerbated the situation that led to the suspension of several
long-distance routes, such as Frankfurt and Rome. In the early 2000s, the airline planned to enter the Mexican stock exchange, but was eventually delayed as a result of the attacks of 11 September 2001, which also affected the aviation world, where many airlines suffered losses as a direct result of the
tragedy. Between 2000 and 2005, Aeromexico had an average of 60 aircraft on the main line, plus 20 Aerolitoral, as well as five company executives during that period. In 2003, the airline received its first Boeing 737-700 as a replacement for the Boeing 717. On March 29, 2006, Aeromexico CEO Andrés
Conesa announced the discovery of a direct flight between Japan and Mexico City via Tijuana. On 29 June 2006, the International Leasing Finance Corporation (ILFC) and Aeromexico announced that the airline would use three Boeing 787 aircraft. Aeroméxico will lease three of ilfc's 787-8s with deliveries
scheduled to start in 2012 from ILFC will be served in 2013. Destinations Main article: Aeromexico Destinations Aeroméxico Fleet has a fleet of following aircraft (November 2010):[1] Aeroméxico Fleet Aircraft Operating Order Passenger (Premier/Economy) Note Boeing 737-700 27 10 1 24 (12/112) All
equipped with a Winglet Boeing 737-800 31 3 150 (24/126), 3 of which were rented from Transavia.com Boeing 737 MAX 8 0 90? (?/?) Boeing 767-200ER 4 0 166 (36/130) 181 (21/160) 1 livery SkyTeam Boeing 767-300ER 2 0 186 (36/150) 209 (2 Boeing 777-200ER 4 0 268 (49/219) 277 (49/228)
Equipped with AVOD in both classes Boeing 787-8 9 1Action: 2013 3 rental from ILFC. Boeing 787-9 0 10[2] Darbības: 2016 Embraer E-190 30 12 99 (11/88) Darbojas Aeromexico Connect Embraer ERJ-145 39 1 50 (0/50) Darbojas Aeromexico Connect, 1 no tiem krāsotas ar livery SkyTeam Embraer E175 3 3 Kopā 97 138 Bijušais Fleet Stinson SR Reliant Travel Air Bellanca Pacemaker Beechcraft 17 Staggerwing Avro Anson Boeing 247D Lock Constellation Bristol Britannia Convair 340 Douglas DC-4 Douglas DC-6 Douglas DC-6 Douglas DC-8 McDonnell Douglas DC-9-15 McDonnell Douglas DC-931/32 Mc DouglasDonnell DC-1 McDonnell DouglasDonnell DC-10-30 Boeing 757-200 (deleģēta Mexicana un Aeroperu) McDonnell Douglas MD-82 McDonnell Douglas MD-83 McDonnell Douglas MD-88 Aeroméx Subsidiarico Meitasuzņēmums Connect, kas agrāk bija Aerolitoral, ir reģionālā
aviokompānija, kas atrodas General Mariano Escobedo Starptautiskajā lidostā Monterrey Aeromexpress, ir kravas apstrādātājs, kas atrodas Mehiko Starptautiskajā lidostā Aeroméxico Travel , is a charter airline located in the Aeromexico Cooperation Agreement of Cancún International Airports, has 2000
with :[3] (except SkyTeam) Copa Airlines (Star Alliance-future members) El Al Japan Airlines (Oneworld) LAN Airlines (Oneworld) Garuda Indonesia (2012 arriving at SkyTeam)[4] Reference ^ Aeroméxico Fleet ^ ^ Aeroméxico ^ [1] Wikimedia Commons external links are with Aeroméxico-related media.
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